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Distance-regular Graphs with bi D cd−i and Two P-polynomial Structures
TOMOYA KOISHI
Let 0 be a distance-regular graph with bi D cd−i for all 1  i  r . We show that if the diameter
d  3r C 2 and ad 6D 0, then kd D ad C 1 and 0 has two P-polynomial structures.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In [3], Hiraki and Suzuki studied a distance-regular graph with bi D cd−i for some r  1
and all 1  i  r . With the standard notation, they showed the following result:
THEOREM 1.1 ([3]). Let 0 be a distance-regular graph with valency k and diameter d.
Suppose b1 D cd−1; b2 D cd−2; : : : ; br D cd−r for some r  1. Then the following hold:
(1) bd−1 D c1; bd−2 D c2; : : : ; bd−r D cr .
(2) If a D ad 6D 0, then k D a.a C 1/; b1 D    D br D a2 and 1 D c1 D    D cr D crC1.
There is no known example of a distance-regular graph with bi D cd−i for all 1  i  r
and ad 6D 0 besides ordinary polygons. So we want to prove an existence or non-existence of
such distance-regular graphs. For large r , we can establish the equality kd D ad C 1 so that
the structure of the distance d-graph 0.d/ can be determined, and hence the diameter d can be
bounded. For example, if d D 2r C 2, then 0.d/ is a Moore graph. By the classification of
Moore graphs, there is no such distance-regular graph with d D 2rC2. Thus it is an important
problem to investigate the range of r for which kd D ad C 1 holds. Here is a partial answer to
this question.
THEOREM 1.2. Let 0 be a distance-regular graph with valency k > 2 and diameter d.
Suppose bi D cd−i for some r  1 and all 1  i  r and a D ad 6D 0. If d  3r C 2, then
kd D a C 1 and 0 has two P-polynomial structures.
2. BASIC PROPERTIES
Let 0 be a connected undirected finite graph without loops or multiple edges. We identify 0
with the set of vertices. For two vertices u; v in 0, we denote by @.u; v/ the distance between u
and v in 0, i.e. the length of a shortest path connecting u and v in 0. Let
Pti; j .u; v/ :D fw 2 0 j @.u; w/ D i; @.v;w/ D jg where t D @.u; v/:
0 is said to be distance-regular if the cardinality of the set Pti; j .u; v/ depends only on i , j
and t rather than individual vertices. In this case, we write
pti; j :D jPti; j .u; v/j:
Let d D d.0/ denote the diameter of 0, i.e. the maximal distance of two vertices in 0. Let
0i .u/ :D P0i;i .u; u/;
Ci .u; v/ :D Pii−1;1.u; v/;
Ai .u; v/ :D Pii;1.u; v/;
Bi .u; v/ :D PiiC1;1.u; v/:
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The cardinalities of these sets are denoted by ki , ci , ai and bi , respectively, and called the
intersection numbers of 0. In particular, k D k1 is called the valency of 0; that is, the number
of vertices adjacent to a fixed vertex.
The array
.0/ D
8<:  c1 c2    c j    cd−1 cda0 a1 a2    a j    ad−1 adb0 b1 b2    b j    bd−1 
9=;
is called the intersection array of 0.
A subgraph X of 0 is a clique if any two vertices in X are adjacent. The distance i-graph
0.i/ of 0 is a graph with the same vertex set as 0 in which two vertices are adjacent whenever
they are at distance i in 0. We say that 0 has two P-polynomial structures if the distance
i-graph 0.i/ is also distance-regular of the same diameter as 0 for some i > 1. It is well-known
that if kd D ad C 1 with ad 6D 0, then 0 has two P-polynomial structures: see [2, x4.2 D].
Information about the general theory of distance-regular graphs is given in [1, 2].
The following are basic properties of the intersection numbers which we use implicitly in
this paper:
(1) ci C ai C bi D k;
(2) 1 D c1  c2      cd−1  cd  k;
(3) k D b0  b1      bd−2  bd−1  1;
(4) ki pij;h D k j p ji;h D kh phi; j ;
(5) bi−1 phi−1; j C ai phi; j C ciC1 phiC1; j D b j−1 phi; j−1 C a j phi; j C c jC1 phi; jC1.
REMARK 2.1. For any x; y 2 0 with @.x; y/ D 1, take any  2 P1i;iC1.x; y/ and  0 2
P1d−1;d.x; y/. Then the following hold:
(1) If i  d − 2, then BiC1.y; /  Bi .x; /. The equality holds iff bi D biC1.
(2) Cd−1.x;  0/  Cd.y;  0/. The equality holds iff cd−1 D cd . If the equality holds, then
Ad−1.x;  0/ [ Bd−1.x;  0/ D Ad.y;  0/.
We use the following proposition to prove our main theorem.
PROPOSITION 2.2 ([4, PROPOSITION 3.3]). Let 0 be a distance-regular graph with diame-
ter d and valency k. Suppose a D ad 6D 0 and that
.c1; a1; b1/ D .bd−1; ad−1; cd−1/ D .1; a − 1; k − a/:
If c2 D 1, then 0d./ is a disjoint union of cliques for any  2 0 and the following hold:
(1) k D a.a C 1/.
(2) Let ;  2 0 with @.; / D 1 and C be a connected component of 0d./. Then
jC \ 0d./j D 1:
3. PRELIMINARIES
In the rest of this paper, we assume the hypothesis of Theorem 1.2.
If d  2r C 1, then k D 2 by Theorem 1.1. Hence we may assume 2r C 2  d  3r C 2.
Therefore we set d :D 2r C s C 1 for some s  r C 1. Then by Theorem 1.1, 0 has the
following intersection array:
.0/ D
8<:  1    1 1 crC2    crCs a
2    a2 a2
0 a − 1    a − 1 arC1 arC2    arCs a − 1    a − 1 a
a.a C 1/ a2    a2 brC1 brC2    brCs 1    1 
9=; :
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LEMMA 3.1.
(1) pdi;d−i D a2i for all 0  i  r C 1.
(2) pdi;d−iC1 D a2i−1 for all 1  i  r C 1.
PROOF.
(1) By [2, Lemma 4.1.7], we have
pdi;d−i D
cdcd−1    cd−iC1
c1c2    ci D a
2i ; for all 0  i  r C 1:
(2) From basic property (5), we have
ci pdi;d−iC1 D .ad−i−1 − ai−1/pdi−1;d−iC1 C cd−iC2 pdi−1;d−iC2;
for all 2  i  r C 1. The desired result is proved by induction on i as pd1;d D ad D a.
2
LEMMA 3.2. Take any integer j with 1  j  r . Then:
(1) pdi;d−iC2 j D 0 for all 2 j  i  r C j; pdi;d−iC2 jC1 D 0 for all 2 j C 1  i  r C j C 1.
(2) pd2;d D pd3;d D    D pdd−s;d D 0
PROOF.
(1) We prove by induction on j .
Case j D 1. By basic property (5) of Section 2,
c2 pd2;d D bd−1 pd1;d−1 − b0 pd0;d C .ad − a1/pd1;d :
Hence we have pd2;d D 0 by Lemma 3.1.
By basic property (5) of Section 2,
ci pdi;d−iC2 D bd−iC1 pdi−1;d−iC1 − bi−2 pdi−2;d−iC2 − cd−iC3 pdi−1;d−iC3
C.ad−iC2 − ai−1/pdi−1;d−iC2;
for all 2  i  r C 1. The first assertion follows by induction as pd2;d D 0. Similarly,
we have pdi;d−iC3 D 0 for all 3  i  r C 2.
By basic property (5) of Section 2,
ci pdi;d−iC2 j D bd−iC2 j−1 pdi−1;d−iC2 j−1 − bi−2 pdi−2;d−iC2 j C cd−iC2 jC1 pdi−1;d−iC2 jC1
C.ad−iC2 j − ai−1/pdi−1;d−iC2 j ;
for all 2 j  i  r C j and
ci pdi;d−iC2 jC1 D bd−iC2 j pdi−1;d−iC2 j − bi−2 pdi−2;d−iC2 jC1 C cd−iC2 jC2 pdi−1;d−iC2 jC2
C.ad−iC2 jC1 − ai−1/pdi−1;d−iC2 jC1;
for all 2 j C 1  i  r C j C 1. The assertion follows by induction.
(2) This is a direct consequence of (1). 2
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To prove kd D a C 1, it is sufficient to show pdi;d D 0 for all 2  i  d. By way of
contradiction, suppose there exists i for 2  i  d such that pdi;d 6D 0. We set t :D minfi j
pdi;d 6D 0, 2  i  dg. Then t  d − s C 1  r C s C 1 by Lemma 3.2(2).
LEMMA 3.3. For any x; y 2 0 with @.x; y/ D d, take any z 2 Pdt;d.x; y/. If t  d − 1, then
Ct .x; z/ D Cd.y; z/ and At .x; z/ [ Bt .x; z/ D Ad.y; z/.
PROOF. As pdt−1;d D 0, we have Ct .x; z/ \ Ad.y; z/  Pdt−1;d.x; y/ D ;. Therefore
Ct .x; z/  Cd.y; z/. Compared with the sizes of both sides, we have Ct .x; z/ D Cd.y; z/.
Since Ct .x; z/ [ At .x; z/ [ Bt .x; z/ D Cd.y; z/ [ Ad.y; z/, we have At .x; z/ [ Bt .x; z/ D
Ad.y; z/. 2
By the definition of t and Remark 2.1, we have the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.4. For any x; y 2 0 with @.x; y/ D 1, take any  2 P1t;tC1.x; y/ and  0 2
P1d−1;d.x; y/:
(1) If t  d − 2, then Bt .x; / D BtC1.y; /;
(2) Cd−1.x;  0/ D Cd.y;  0/ and Ad−1.x;  0/ [ Bd−1.x;  0/ D Ad.y;  0/.
4. PROOF OF THEOREM 1.2
In this section, we fix u; v 2 0 with @.u; v/ D d and γ 2 Ad.u; v/. We determine the
distances between vertices in 0d.v/. Next, we determine the distances between vertices in
0d.v/ and in 01.v/ and derive a contradiction.
Since pd2;d D pd3;d D    D pdt−1;d D 0 6D pdt;d , we can take z1 2 Pdt;d.u; v/. Let Z Dfz1g [ Ad.v; z1/. Then Z is a connected component of 0d.v/.
LEMMA 4.1. t 6D d.
PROOF. Suppose that t D d. Then Z  Pdd;d.u; v/ as Pdi;d.u; v/ D ; for all 2  i  d − 1.
Also, we have Z  Pdd;d.u; γ / as Pdi;d.u; γ / D ; for all 2  i  d − 1. This implies thatjZ \ 0d.γ /j D a C 1 > 1, which contradicts Proposition 2.2. 2
By Lemma 4.1, we have d − s C 1  t  d − 1 and bt D 1. Let fwg :D Bt .u; z1/ and
fxag :D Bt .z1; u/. Then fxag D Bt .z1; u/  Ad.v; u/ and fwg D Bt .u; z1/  Ad.v; z1/  Z ,
by Lemma 3.3. We set
Ad.v; u/ n fxag :D fx1; x2; : : : ; xa−1g;
X :D fu; x1; x2; : : : ; xag;
Z :D fw; z1; z2; : : : ; zag:
Then X and Z are cliques of size a C 1.
LEMMA 4.2. The distances between vertices in X and in Z are as follows:
 w z1    za
u t C 1 t    t
x1 t C 1 t    t
:::
:::
:::
: : :
:::
xa−1 t C 1 t    t
xa " t C 1    t C 1
where
" D

d if t D d − 1,
t C 2 if t  d − 2.
PROOF. Since fxag D Bt .z1; u/ and bt D 1, we have @.z1; x j / D t for any j 6D a.
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Case 1. t D d−1. Then Z nfz1g D Ad−1.u; z1/[Bd−1.u; z1/ D Ad.xa; z1/ by Lemma 3.4(2).
Hence we have @.xa; w/ D d and @.xa; zi / D d for any i . If there exists xh 2 X n fxag such
that @.xh; w/ D d − 1, then u; xa 2 Bd−1.w; xh/. This contradicts bd−1 D 1. Therefore
@.x j ; w/ D d for any j . Similarly, we have @.x j ; zi / D d − 1 for any j 6D a and any i .
Case 2. t  d−2. Then z1 2 P1t;tC1.u; xa/\P1t;tC1.x j ; xa/ for any j 6D a. By Lemma 3.4(1),
Bt .u; z1/ D BtC1.xa; z1/ D Bt .x j ; z1/. As w 2 Bt .u; z1/, @.xa; w/ D t C 2 and @.x j ; w/ D
t C 1. Since @.xa; z1/ D t C 1, btC1 D 1 and Z is a clique, we have @.xa; zi / D t C 1 for
any i . Since @.x j ; z1/ D t , bt D 1 and Z is a clique, we have @.x j ; zi / D t for any j 6D a and
any i . 2
LEMMA 4.3. @.γ;w/ D d and @.γ; zi / D d − 1 for any i .
PROOF. By Proposition 2.2, jZ \0d.γ /j D 1. If there exists zh 2 Z such that @.γ; zh/ D d,
then zh 2 Pdt;d.u; γ /. By Lemma 3.3, Z n fzhg  Cd.γ; zh/ D Ct .u; zh/. This contradicts the
choice of t . 2
LEMMA 4.4. Take x 2 X n fu; xag. For any  2 Ad.x; v/, there exists zh 2 Z such that
@.; zh/ D d.
PROOF. By Proposition 2.2, jZ \ 0d./j D 1 and  2 Cd.u; v/. As @.γ; v/ D @.v; / D 1,
we have @.γ; /  2. If @.γ; / D 1, then v; γ 2 Bd−1.u; /. This contradicts bd−1 D 1.
Hence we have @.γ; / D 2. If @.w; / D d, then γ 2 Pd2;d.; w/ by Lemma 4.3. This
contradicts Lemma 3.2(2). 2
PROOF (OF THEOREM 1.2). By Lemma 4.2 and Lemma 4.4,
zh 2 Pdt;d.x; /; w 2 PdtC1;d−1.x; / and zi 2 Pdt;d−1.x; / for any i 6D h:
By Lemma 3.3, Z nfzhg  Cd.; zh/ D Ct .x; zh/. This is a contradiction. Therefore we obtain
kd D a C 1.
By [2, Proposition 4.2.10], 1 :D 0.d/ is a generalized odd graph of diameter d. Therefore 0
has two P-polynomial structures. 2
REMARK 4.5. 1 has the following intersection array:
.1/ D
8<:
 1    1 Nc2rC3    Ncd−1 Ncd
0 0    0 0    0 Nad
a C 1 a    a Nb2rC3    Nbd−1 
9=;;
where Nci ; Nai ; Nbi are the intersection numbers of 1, Nad 6D 0 and d D 2r C s C 1.
(1) If s D 1, then 1 is a Moore graph of diameter d D 2r C 2  4 and has the following
intersection array:
.1/ D
8<:  1    1 10 0    0 a
a C 1 a    a 
9=;:
By the classification of Moore graphs, there is no such distance-regular graph 1 with
k > 2. Hence there is no such distance-regular graph 0.
(2) If s D 2, then 1 is a generalized Moore graph of diameter d D 2r C 3  5 and has the
following intersection array:
.1/ D
8<:  1    1 Ncd0 0    0 Nad
a C 1 a    a 
9=;:
By [2, Theorem 6.8.2(iii)], d  5. Hence d D 5.
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